Neural plasticity in the mouse inferior colliculus: relationship to hearing loss, augmented acoustic stimulation, and prepulse inhibition.
C57BL/6J (C57) and DBA/2J (DBA) mice exhibit progressive high-frequency hearing loss. Extracellular recordings of responses of neurons in the inferior colliculus (IC) evoked by 70-dB SPL tones indicated that normal tonotopic organization was greatly disrupted in both strains: still-audible lower frequencies (4-12 kHz) evoked responses in a large percentage of recording sites in ventral tonotopic regions that normally respond strongly to high frequencies only. To relate the IC responses to an auditory behavior, prepulse inhibition (PPI) was measured using 70-dB tones as prepulses. As high-frequency hearing loss progressed in C57 mice, prepulses of 4-12 kHz elicited stronger PPI, and this was significantly correlated with changes in the percentage of IC recording sites responding to 70-dB tones (the neural pathway for PPI includes the IC). The analysis was extended to DBA mice that had been exposed to an augmented acoustic environment (AAE) - a procedure that improves PPI. In these mice, a higher percentage of IC recording sites responded to 70-dB tones, and this was correlated with improved PPI. The data suggest that responses of IC neurons reflect both hearing loss-induced plasticity and changes induced by exposure to an AAE, and these neural changes are correlated with the magnitude of PPI.